Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass Comes Back Faster!

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis), grows vigorously in shade and sun alike. It is proving to be the best all round grass for use on sports-grounds, parks and recreational areas. Its ability to recover quickly from injury makes it ideal for sowing down golf tees and all those areas receiving wear and tear.

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass will tolerate up to 65% shade when maintained at a two inch cutting height. On open sites it can be mown down to 3/8ths of an inch, still grow vigorously and retain its power to recover quickly. It is the one pure strain of bluegrass seed that will thrive in shade and sun and tolerate a wide range of soil and climatic conditions. It is not necessary to blend A-34 with seed of other species or strains and the best results have been obtained from using it neat at a low seeding rate.

Warren's A-34 Kentucky Bluegrass has been under observation by turf grass research departments of leading Universities and other research organizations in the United States and they have all given it a high rating for disease resistance and shade tolerance.

For more particulars on Warren's A-34 Seed phone your inquiry to:

HURST GUNSON COOPER TABER, LTD.
WITHAM, ESSEX—PHONE WITHAM 3451
Exclusive Importer for the U.K.

PETER ADAMS (GARDEN LANDSCAPERS) LTD.,
Granley Gardens, Muswell Hill,
London N10 3AR. Telephone No.: 01-883 5880 and 0821.

A product of Warren's Turf Nursery, Palos Park, Ill. U.S.A.
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Huxleys GARDEN MACHINERY

SPECIALISTS IN MACHINERY
and equipment for Parks, Public Authorities, Golf Clubs, Sports Clubs and Garden Use

⋆ CHAIN SAWS ⋆ MOWERS ⋆ ROLLERS
⋆ CULTIVATORS ⋆ SWEEPERS ⋆ HEDGE TRIMMERS
⋆ TRACTORS ⋆ TRUCKS, BARROWS ETC

A complete stock of SPARE PARTS and FULL SERVICING FACILITIES!

THE WORLD’S FIRST GREENS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

RANSOMES-HAHN TOURNAMENT
TRIPLEX FLEXIBLE LEASING TERMS FROM 2-5 YEARS

Precision Greens Mowing!
Triplex Tee Mowing!
Triplex Verticutting!
Triplex Spiking!

GET THE FACTS AND FIGURES FROM HUXLEYS
Have a DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR OWN GREENS

Huxleys GARDEN MACHINERY
27 years of Good Reputation and experience

22/26 CHURCH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX
Telephone: Staines 51123 (3 lines)

Also at
THE DEAN, NEW ALRESFORD, HANTS.
Telephone Alresford 3222

HUXLEYS HIRE
WITHOUT OPERATOR
for the Professional User
34 different types of Machines available.
Ask for Illustrated Brochure and Price List

The British Golf Greenkeeper
Many of the older courses laid out on common land have had a hard struggle over the past twenty years and longer.

Even before the war the Royal North Devon Golf Club, England’s first links, had lost some of its prestige because the condition in which its fairways could be presented fell short of advancing standards.

Golf Clubs on Tooting Bec Common and Clapham Common in London fell out of favour through encroachments by public use and the disturbance compared with private courses. Blackheath, the very first English golf course, quietly exchanged its five holes on the Heath for eighteen in nearby parkland at Eltham. Wimbledon and Mitcham Common golf courses still survive as does Bitwell Common near Nottingham, or Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham. It seems that if there is plenty of space, golfers and public can co-exist. Ashdown Forest is probably the safest example.

But Minchinhampton on a large common is about to make its own private 18 holes elsewhere. The course is laid out round the most popular gathering point for cars at weekends where five roads meet and cattle have precedence.

The Southcliffe golf club at Lincoln is another club actively seeking a place of their own. The local council is beginning to think other sports should have preference over the golfer.

Fortunately they organise things better in Scotland. Apart from the occasional feudal servitude like the provision of sea-shells the Old Course at St. Andrews still looks like carrying on.

The Editor.
**SHORTER, MORE STRATEGIC COURSES ON HORIZON**

In all current golf course design – for remodelling as well as for new courses – easy maintenance is a prime consideration. The golf course architect, while planning the most challenging course possible on the available land, also must think ahead and give the golf course superintendent a layout that can be maintained at peak condition with the modern equipment and supplies now available. 'Monster' holes that require a great deal of hand mowing, raking and watering, put too great a dent in the superintendent's schedule and budget.

The American Society of Golf Course Architects is most interested in preserving the 'green belts' in our urban areas, many of which are golf courses, and many of the design techniques used on the shorter executive courses can be utilised in the remodelling of some of our older courses, giving them new dimensions for years to come. With the many executive-length courses now on the boards, it appears that golf soon will have a course for everyone – championship, standard, executive, and par-3. And if you don't have every type in your area, remodelling tees and greens can give a standard course the versatility to stretch itself into championship length or shorten itself for ladies competition. With this planning, it seems certain that golf will continue to be the most popular sport with our leisure-conscious population.

With acknowledgements to the **GOLF SUPERINTENDENT**, January, 1972.

**LONDON'S FIRST INDOOR GOLF RANGE**

A new idea for leisure, especially when our summer weather is washed away, is the **Golf Dome** at Scrubbs Lane, London, W.12.

The largest 'tent' ever erected in this country is in position near the White City. Called the **Golf Dome**, it houses a double decker driving range with facilities for 31 players at any one time.

It is 156 ft. wide by 252 ft. long by 63 ft. high, and is big enough for real golf indoors. In addition to the driving range, golfers can practise on putting courses, and try out their skills on the Vistagolf. The **Golf Dome** is open seven days a week from 12 noon to 11 p.m. Golf professionals are on hand for coaching and advice.


---

**FOR FAST GREENS**

FIT A GRASS COMB TO YOUR MOWER

**STEWART & CO.,**

FINE TURF SPECIALISTS

**EDINBURGH. EH2 2AY**

**Have Greensaires – will Travel**

So book early for your Hollow or Solid tining for the coming autumn.

A two machine experienced team is available to carry out your requirements speedily and efficiently with the world famous **RYAN GREENSAIRES**. Scarifiers, Sweepers and Top Dressing spreaders available with or without operators.

**TURF-AIR Contracts**

**YEw TREE COTTAGE**

**IDEN GREEN, BENENDEN, KENT**

**Telephone:** Benenden 768

---

The British Golf Greenkeeper
Our subject this morning is ‘Aeration’ or as the Americans will have it ‘Aerification’.

There is still much to be learned about the subject. A lot of what is known is hard to prove. It is often difficult to judge precisely where the fact begins and theory ends. What we can say, is that most experts agree that opening up the turf surface with machinery of one type or another is beneficial and there are two main reasons for such action.

Firstly, it is necessary to maintain good drainage conditions and secondly, to ensure an adequate amount of air in the top soil, so that the grass roots can breathe and grow.

Perhaps we should look at the second point first and it is necessary to understand immediately that, by permitting the entry of air into the soil, a gaseous exchange takes place and by this process the grass roots take in oxygen and expel carbon-dioxide. Accumulations of carbon-dioxide in the soil can considerably restrict root growth and can completely prohibit, or at best limit, the intake of water and nutrients.

Regularly aerated turf will readily allow the entry of water and the importance of this is apparent in summer months, when, during a period of hot dry weather, it is essential that the up take of water by the roots is greater than the loss of water from the grass leaves by transpiration or evaporation. If this does not occur, browning off can take place and eventually grass may even die. By thoroughly aerating the area at the browning off stage, thus permitting the entry of oxygen, the normal intake of moisture by the roots then becomes possible once again and, often without artificial watering, the results can frequently be seen in less than a week by the grass’s return to normal colour.

At other times of the year, failure to carry out a programme of aeration in wet Autumn and Winter months can lead to an entirely different problem. In such conditions, surface sealing can often occur, due to the compacting effect of players’ feet and heavy maintenance machinery on greens and fairways. Under these conditions water can be prevented from percolating, will remain on the surface, preventing the exchange of gases and could lead to the incidence of moss or the build up of fibrous growth. A programme of aeration is then necessary. If steps are not taken to relieve the compaction, the development of a fibrous mat could take place, restricting the amount of air, moisture and nutrients available to the grasses and creating conditions in which certain diseases can thrive.

So there we are, aeration firstly to allow the intake of air and secondly to permit the percolation of water away from the surface.

In both cases there is a choice of machines and a choice of times to fit into them.

The days when the ordinary garden fork was the greenkeeper’s only means of working any type of area are happily left behind us.

Once it became evident that turf benefited from this type of treatment, machines were invented and developed to assist the greenkeeper in his work. These machines progressed from manually propelled and horse drawn implements to the independently powered and tractor mounted machines of the present day.

Most modern machines are offered with interchangeable alternative types of tines and such tines fall generally into three main categories, even though variations may occur in the depth, thickness, diameter or shape offered by different manufacturers. The three categories are the Round Pointed Solid tine, the Flat Bladed Slitting tine, usually chisel shaped, and the Hollow Tine, for extracting a core of soil.

I would like briefly to discuss these in a little detail.

The Round Solid Tine, though extensively used and useful at certain times, can under certain conditions present compaction in the actual wall of the hole which it produces. Our Company, for one, have found in recent times a general move away from this tine, which has been used for several years for general maintenance aeration. The Round Solid tine will always be invaluable
Are your greens up to par?

Or is your handicap weeds, worm casts, moss and grass fungi.

Synchemicals have the products to help you maintain your course effectively, safely and economically.

SPECIALIST SELECTIVE WEED KILLERS FOR TURF.
ESTERMONE, SYPROP, CLOVERCIDE, SYFORD, FORESTER,
SYNOX, SYDEX, SYNCHEMICALS WEED AND BRUSHWOOD KILLER.

For the control of worms, leatherjackets, ants—SYDANE
For the control of moss and grass fungi—M.C. MOSS KILLER
For instant feeding through the leaves and roots—
50/50 LIQUID GRASS FEED
To hold the growth of grass in abeyance—MAZIDE,
MAZIDE 36
To inhibit grass growth and kill grass weeds—MAZIDE SELECTIVE
Let the MAZIDE range take over where the mower stops

Why not ask Synchemicals to come and talk about your problems.

SYNCHEMICALS LIMITED.

Tel: (01)-237 1958/9
in dry, hard and severely compacted conditions when penetration with any other shape of tine, to any appreciable depth, is found impossible. It is often found however, that after using a Solid tine several times under such conditions, and penetration and conditions thus improved, an alternative tine may then be selected as more beneficial and, if this alternative tine is used regularly, should avoid the recurrence of the original compacted state.

There has been a general swing, therefore, away from the Solid tine in favour of the Slitting tine, for general maintenance aeration, particularly on what we will call outfield areas such as golf fairways, football pitches and similar surfaces.

The Slitting tine now tends to be first choice for general use therefore, since less compaction is evident in the walls of the hole which it produces. This hole has a much larger wall area than that produced by the Solid tine and will therefore permit the intake of a greater volume of air and moisture. A further side benefit of this tine is that during its use, a certain amount of root pruning takes place, encouraging new growth along the sides and into the depth of the hole. The value of the flat bladed slitting tine on fairway areas is in the deep uncompacted slit which it produces, capable of assisting percolation of a large volume of surface water, which can be extremely valuable during periods of excessive rainfall and during winter months. The use of the slitting tine before artificial watering on greens, or before a fertiliser dressing is applied, can ensure the maximum effect by providing access to the root system. This will increase the efficiency of fertilisers and dressings rather than leaving them to the elements on the surface, where evaporation and decomposition can respectively occur.

The third type of tine is the Hollow tine which removes a core of soil and is principally for the relief of severe compaction, and for the introduction of a sand to a heavy soil or a loam to a light soil when a soil exchange is necessary to improve general conditions. The cores which are extracted, can be removed and sand or loam brushed or luted into the holes for maximum benefit.

The aeration value of the Hollow tine is less than that of the Slitting tine, and if Hollow tines are used at the wrong time and in the wrong conditions then a hole can be produced with heavily compacted walls which take quite a time to break down.

Additionally, too much hollow tining can cause the playing surface to become too soft, it may cause irregularities in levels and can encourage invasion of the turf by useless grasses and weeds. In England, I think it is safe to say that hollow tining is generally reserved for cases where the soil has become particularly compacted and is slow draining, or where it is necessary to work large quantities of top dressing into the surface for one reason or another. It is fairly common practice in England that on an 18 hole Golf Course, 6 greens are hollow tined each year. In other words each green is hollow tined only once every three years.

Once again use Solid tines when conditions are hard and difficult. Hollow tines for very severe compaction or for introducing large quantities of top dressing, Slitting tines for maintenance aeration, and regular use of these can reduce the frequency of use of the Hollow tine. Choosing the right conditions for use of tines is very important. Particularly so in the case of the Hollow tine. If it is too dry and hard, full depth penetration may well be impossible. If it is too wet, clean ejection of the core may not be possible and if the Hollow tines become completely filled and tightly packed with soil then it virtually becomes a solid tine of very considerably greater diameter. Most manufacturers will, I feel sure, confirm that a very large proportion of complaints received, in connection with the non-ejection of cores, can be put down not to the design of the tine but to its use in the wrong conditions.

**Fairways**

Most of our talk up to this point has referred mainly to the aeration of greens, but we should stress here that of equal importance is the aeration of fairways, if we are to achieve benefits in increased absorption and consequently improved growth and wear resistance.

This must be achieved with a minimum of interference with play. Penetration by suitable implements down to 4 in. or so is common practice on good outfields, but for more troublesome soil conditions, deeper penetration of 6 in. to 9 in. is necessary. In order to break the compacted layer below, a shattering effect must be produced, with the minimum of surface disturbance, and the application of conventional round section solid or hollow tines, even if made of sufficient proportions, would not produce broken holes due to the sideways displacement of soil into their walls. Observation of the results produced by flat bladed tines in general purpose aerating machines has led to adoption of the larger flat tines. These are capable of producing either a deep cultivating and shattering effect with some surface disturbance, especially where the root growth.
is poor, or by using a chisel shaped tine producing a rather less deep but uncompacted hole of large area, below the surface, and clean at the entry under almost any condition. This latter tine is therefore usable on a regular maintenance basis.

Now to the choice of machinery for carrying out a programme of aeration and many of the available machines were on display yesterday, where everyone had the chance to discuss the merits of each item presented with personnel from their manufacturers or distributors.

The choice of machinery however can depend upon many factors. Firstly whether the turf to be treated is fine, as on greens, or outfield type as on fairways. Secondly the depth of compaction to be relieved must be known. Thirdly the labour, or power units, which are available for operating the aerators should be considered. Next, the time allocated for the job and therefore the speed at which it must be carried out and, of course, there is the problem which we all have, how much money is available.

Now depth of penetration is very important indeed. It is not always sufficient simply to open up the surface since, if this is done on an area suffering from sub-surface compaction, it can very easily provide conditions which we see all too often these days. I mean the conditions where water, since it cannot percolate to a lower level, or to the drains, remains on the surface. The shallow roots have no holding properties and the sportsmen slide or slither about, or on the golf green the pitch of the ball takes out a piece of turf. So often, damage is caused to the turf which is not easily repaired during the playing season. But how often has one seen a course looking immaculate at the beginning of a season deteriorate very quickly. How often has one taken a plug of soil from such grounds and found two or three inches down, dusty dry soil, although water is lying on the surface.

Depth of penetration then is a prime consideration. It is not sufficient to simply penetrate into the compacted layer. One must get beyond it. Often, an existing drainage system may be a limiting factor in this respect and in due course, one can visualise under-soil heating providing the same problem on a bigger scale.

Available machines
As you will have seen, the machines available today are many and varied. From the simple, to the sophisticated, from the hand tool to the tractor mounted machine, from British to American to E.E.C. Manufacture.

Machines producing a clean vertical hole without surface disturbance are obviously very desirable. This particularly applies on fine turf areas such as golf greens. On fairways, some slight disturbance can be acceptable and quickly restored by the use of drag mats, flat harrows, rakes or even gang mowers. It can be expected that there will be disturbance on an area being treated for the first few times. Until it has been aerated and a good root system developed, sufficient to give it hard wearing, holding properties, it may be necessary to explain to the uninitiated that the long term benefits from a programme of aeration are often achieved, only if one is prepared to accept that conditions which have deteriorated over a number of years, cannot be restored to perfection overnight. What we are trying to achieve therefore are deep holes, with uncompacted side walls, which permit the entry of air into the soil, increase the absorption of moisture by the roots, encourage quicker and deeper root growth, make the introduction of suitable dressings easier, to assist the formation of a natural percolation system down to the drainage layer, and, in all, establish and maintain a turf which is resistant to drought and wear.

Before closing, a brief mention of surface aeration which can be considered a subject in itself. We referred earlier to the build up of excessive fibre in certain conditions. This can develop to a degree when it comes to resemble and act as a thick mat or sponge, preventing water and dressings access to the soil below.

At that stage a mechanical rotary blade type scarifier is essential to remove the excess fibre, to ensure that there are good conditions and space for new growth to develop, rather than the dead spongy surface on which no golfer can give of his best.

Gentlemen, we are all concerned with growing that of all things greener grass, which is often so difficult to grow correctly, at the time and of the type which is required, yet, leave a piece of virgin soil and see how quickly grass will establish itself on it. As manufacturers we are always delighted to hear from you and to assist in any way we can, through our distributors when necessary to fully appreciate local conditions.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
For Hire. Sisis Autoturfman Aerator, £25 per week – do it yourself. For contract prices telephone Burnell, Eaglescliff 780647.
The new Vari-Gang.
A major advance in big-area mower design.

Anything from the roughest of the rough to the smoothest of fairways, with the same basic gang unit.

With its easily interchangeable cutters of 5 or 8 blades, the new Atco Vari-Gang offers a choice of twenty-five or forty cuts per yard.

It converts just as easily from three units to five... to seven... to nine... all in a matter of minutes. And converting the triple to hydraulic lifting by means of a simple optional kit is almost as quick.

The Vari-Gang’s compact unit construction and flexibility of lay-out provide a contour-hugging cut over the most hummocky ground, with the minimum risk of scalping.

Full details of the Vari-Gang and demonstration facilities can be obtained from Atco at the address below, or from your local Atco stockist. Why not find out more about the Vari-Gang now?

ATCO
As famous as the lawns we cut.

CHARLES H. PUGH LTD., P.O. BOX 256, ATCO WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, B9 4PR. Tel: 021-772 2524

July 1972
FAST ACCURATE
HOLE CUTTING
with the new
SUPER CUT
HOLE CUTTER

Perfect cuts, perfect plugs. This hole cutter of a completely new design cuts vertically, thus eliminating wobble and making a clean cut so simply and quickly.

Details from:
H. PATTISSON LTD. 01-954 4171
STANMORE,
MIDDX.

Pattisson

RELFL & KENDALL
OF CROYDON AND BARNET

With pleasure announce that they hold the greatest concentration of lawn mower spares and lawn mower engine spares in the country

ENORMOUS STOCKS OF RANSOMES SPARE PARTS

Also BRIGGS & STRATTON
VILLIERS, VICTA, J.A.P.
B.S.A., DENNIS

Service Exchange items such as CUTTING CYLINDERS—MAGNETOS

OUR FLEET OF VANS IS OCCUPIED DAILY IN MAINTAINING OUR EXPRESS SPARES DELIVERY SERVICE

Telephone your immediate requirements to

RELF & KENDALL
406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON,
SURREY, CR2 6XX. Tel (01) 666 0578
11 STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Tel (01) 449 8228

We stock a comprehensive range of domestic and professional machinery. Ask for a demonstration on YOUR ground
Growth retardants

by

D. G. Reid

In certain cases, although the grassing down of areas is desirable maintenance, especially mowing with machines, it is either difficult or practically impossible. In such cases the retarding of grass growth is advantageous.

The chemical to use is Maleic Hydrazide. Repeated applications over two or three years has the effect of altering the composition of a grass sward to consist mainly of the lower growing grass species.

To inhibit the growth of grass and to reduce the frequency of cutting, this chemical can be applied to roadside verges, rough grass areas in cemeteries, banks, around trees and posts and by the greenkeeper, for the treatment of bunkers.

Used as suggested, it is not strictly a killer of weeds, but if it is desirable to eradicate broad-leaved weeds from the site and retain the grass, the addition of a hormone-based selective weed killer 2,4-D is recommended, since with the retarding of the grass, broad-leaved weeds thrive, due to reduced competition.

Maleic Hydrazide does also exhibit some weedkilling properties, and when applied with 2,4-D the control of Cow Parsley is superior to that obtained from 2,4-D alone.

Other uses of Maleic Hydrazide include the retardation of privet hedges and the control of sucker growth on trees.

Mixing

Maleic Hydrazide mixes readily with cold water. If a selective weedkiller is to be sprayed at the same time for a control of broad leaved weeds, the retarder should be dissolved in the full quantity of water before adding selective weedkiller.

Timing

Best results follow Spring application shortly after the grass has begun to grow. Mid-April to mid-May; depending upon an early or late season. A second application after 8 to 10 weeks is sometimes advisable where a high standard of suppression is required, when 1 1/4 gallons per acre will check growth until the following May. The same dosage will then keep grass retarded for the rest of the season.

Always spray in fine weather, when rain is not likely for 30 hours. Do not spray during a prolonged drought. If treatment has been unavoidably delayed and the growth is rank, cut the grass first and carry out the spraying when the grass has regrown to 4 to 6 in. high.

Application details

(1) For highway verges, banks, etc., 1 application at the rate of 1 1/4 gallons in 40/80 gallons of water per acre, per annum.

(2) For housing estates, cemeteries, etc., 2 applications of 1 gallon in 40/80 gallons of water per acre, per annum.

Precautions

Grass growth retarder is of low toxicity, but when using any type of chemical it is advisable to wash the hands and other skin parts exposed to the chemical spray.

Rubber gloves and overalls should be worn if the spraying programme is a long one.

Price and Quantities – January 1st 1971

Maleic Hydrazide with 2,4-D added by the manufacturer. 1 gallon £2.70. Units of 3 x gallon per gallon £2.60, 5-gallon drums each £12.50, 5 x 5-gallon drums each £12.00.

With grateful acknowledgements to THE GROUNDSMAN, February, 1972.
A compliment to Britain's Greenkeepers and a complement to their golf courses.

The focal point of every golf course is its greens. Britain has some of the finest greens in the world because of the expert management skills employed and the quality of the seeding mixtures used. One of the most preferred mixtures comes from the outstanding plant breeders Mommersteeg, who have developed superior varieties: Koket Chewings Fescue and Tracenta Browntop, and incorporated them into their own Golf Green mixture. Fine leaf, uniform growth, rich colour, minimum weed invasion and the resulting perfect putting surface make this blend unbeatable.

Mommersteeg have also produced three other mixtures for golf courses:

- For Tees
- For Fairways
- For Rough

Write or call Mommersteeg for a copy of their latest grass seed catalogue.

Mommersteeg Seed Company Ltd.,
Station Road, Finedon, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England.
Telephone Finedon 674 Telex 341314
Hon. Secretary's Notes

AGM, St. Annes Old Links Golf Club

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the fifty-fifth Annual General Meeting of the British Golf Greenkeepers' Association will be held at St. Annes Old Links Golf Club on Monday 14th August 1972 at 2.30 p.m. Notice of resolutions must be sent in writing to the Hon. Secretary TWENTY-ONE DAYS before the date of the meeting. Under Rule 29 proxies may be voted at all general meetings. A Form of Proxy may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary and returned not later than the first post on Wednesday 9th August.

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT

The fifty-fifth Annual Tournament will be held at St. Annes Old Links Golf Club on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 14th, 15th and 16th August 1972. Entry Forms appeared in the June journal.

Programme

Monday 14th August: Morning – 18 holes Stableford; Afternoon – Annual General Meeting at 2.30 pm.

Tuesday 15th August: 36 hole Medal; News of the World Cup (scratch); Senior Division (plus to 11); Junior Division (12 to 24); the Jubilee Cup (Team Prize off Handicap); 'The Coming of Age' Cup.

Wednesday 16th August: Morning – 18 hole Medal; Afternoon – Prize distribution 3 p.m.

Handicaps

Section secretaries will be asked to verify the handicaps of all competitors from their records before the tournament. All handicaps must be based on the National Golf Union's handicapping system.

Executive Committee

A meeting of the Executive Committee will be held at St. Annes Old Links Golf Club, on Sunday 13th August 1972, at approximately 5.30 p.m.

Trophies

May I remind all holders of trophies from last year's tournament who are not taking part this year to ensure that these are returned to St. Annes Old Links Golf Club, St. Annes on Sea, Lancs. before Saturday 12th August.

Annual Draw

May I remind members that all counterfoils and moneys should be returned to their Section secretary and NOT to me.

C. H. DIX

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL
OF DARTFORD

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Applications are invited from experienced persons to be responsible to the Engineer and Surveyor for the maintenance of two public Golf Courses and a public Park, in one combined area totalling approximately 535 acres.

Salary by negotiation.

Five day week. Housing accommodation and assistance towards removal expenses considered.

Application form and information obtainable from the Engineer and Surveyor, White Oak, Swanley, Kent, to whom applications must be sent by not later than Monday, 17th July, 1972.
a new improved machine at a new low price

the SISIS AUTO-ROTORAKE MK.2
heavy duty fine turf scarifier

The Auto-Rotorake was already good – the Mark 2 is even better. Now we can offer you a well balanced machine with pneumatic tyred wheels and free-wheel roller bearings for easier operation. Depth adjustment at the side of the machine and a tine cut-out clutch for transport. And, best of all, interchangeable cutting blade and wire tine reels to make it a truly all season machine.

All this and we’ve still managed to reduce the price!

If you’d like to know more write to:

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LIMITED,
Shoresclough Works, Hulley Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2LZ
Tel. Macclesfield 26363 (code 0625)
A Letter to the Editor
The Bungalow
Blackmoor Farm
Tarn Lane
Leeds LS17 9
12th May 1972

Dear Mr. Editor,
I would like to apologise, through you, to Mr. C. A. Moore of Middlesex for being one of the Greenkeepers who did not reply to his appeal for information about the problems caused by 'pop-up sprinklers'.

Before making any comments I would explain that the system we have at our 27 hole course is automatic. This does give a slightly different bearing, but, as the basic requirements are the same, the differences are academic.

There is no point in denying that problems are caused by these watering systems but, in my opinion, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages. The first point is the time saved against manual watering. For years we had the task of heaving pipes and sprinklers about the course, only to find that golfers had turned them off or pulled them into a greenside bunker which was then full of water. You can appreciate the pleasure it gives to look out over the course on a hot dry day, secure in the thought that at nightfall watering will start, with no inconvenience to my staff, nor yet, more important, to the golfers themselves.

Now that time has been saved through not having to water manually, a little of this time can be put to extra fungicide treatment. It is going to cost a little more in additional materials, but golf to-day is a question of economics, so therefore these things must be taken into account if so called 'perfect' conditions are called for. Fears that fungal attacks will be extreme can be dispelled. A little thought and a balanced watering routine can reduce attacks to a minimum. Balancing the watering routine brings into action the local knowledge of the Greenkeeper and his observance of the peculiarities of each green.

For instance, our system works in sequence and on a pre-selected time, that is, watering-commences at No. 1 green, waters for a specified time then switches to No. 2, repeats the cycle, then to No. 3, and so on. As each green varies in elevation; some being exposed to wind; some low lying in natural catchment areas; others shaded, I now know that for the best results the system needs to be operated roughly as follows:- No. 1 green 10 mins., No. 2 – 20 mins., No. 3 – 20 mins., No. 4 – 10 mins., No. 5 – 5 mins., No. 6 – 25 mins., and so on. Balancing the watering gets us half-way to solving the problems of too soft greens, flooding, etc., Admittedly, to have a 'pop-up' system installed on an established course may mean the addition of extra drainage to problem areas, but the long term advantages are trememdous. This should also take care of black slime which basically must be a drainage problem.

With regard to thatching, this should not be entirely blamed on watering, as one should consider the general increase in use of nitrogenous fertilizers and the general desire for 'green' greens; therefore correction of this comes in the course of general turf management.

The one major complaint of our system is that each green was fitted to the designers requirements with 360° (full circle) pop-ups. This plays havoc with some of the steep greenside bunkers, and means that staff have to spend an extra hour in throwing back the sand. Now, wherever a unit has to be replaced we are trying to fit a part circle pop-up.

Another worry, that at first seemed immense, was wind blowing the water spray off the greens. Now we find that nature seems to compensate by turning and blowing in the opposite direction in a matter of days.

This letter only briefly touches upon the subject of pop-up sprinklers, but I hope it will reassure Mr. Moore that his problems are not as large as they seem. However, as all Greenkeepers seem to have a touch of the traditionalist about them I can only extend a sincere invitation to Mr. Moore if he is ever in this area, – please call in and have a peep at our pop-ups.

Yours sincerely,
COLIN GEDDES
Head Greenkeeper
Moor Allerton Golf Club
Leeds £17
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SPORTS TURF

stays green during dry spells with

Maxicrop Liquefied Seaweed

Makes a quick recovery after a hard game—at all times

MAXICROP LTD
HOLDENBY
NORTHAMPTON NN6 8DN
TEL: EAST HADDON 227

SITUATIONS
VACANT

ASSISTANT
GREENKEEPER
REQUIRED
Apply
BARNEHURST GOLF CLUB
Mayplace Road East, Barnehurst, Kent

HEAD GREENKEEPER
REQUIRED
married or single.
Modern 3 bedroomed house.
Non-contributory pension scheme.
Expenses for interview paid.
Write or phone:
The Secretary, Roehampton Club,
Roehampton Lane,
London, SW15
(01-876 5505)

well-seasoned.

The British Golf Greenkeeper
News from the Sections

Special occasions
July 27 East Midland Presidents v. Captains Match
Aug. 14, 15 Annual Tournament
Sept. 12 Institute of Groundsmanship
13 International Exhibition – Motspur Park
19 Midland Section Autumn Tournament

NORTH-EAST
Chairman: MR. J. SIMPSON
By G. Jeffries
Hon. Secretary: 55 Brackenfield Road, Framwell Gate Moor, Durham

Spring competition
Our Spring competition was held on Thursday 20th April, on the course of Gosforth Golf Club, by kind permission of their Captain and Committee. Results over 18 holes were; J. Grainger (Durham City) for the best net score of 68, Salver and voucher. 2nd C. Baxter (Whitburn) 72, Putter and voucher. 3rd T. Nutman (Tyne) 74. 4th S. Graham (Newbiggin) 74 voucher, The winner of the Association Prize was R. Hinson 70.

Our Chairman, Mr. J. Simpson, welcomed everyone present, and hoped that they had enjoyed their day at Bridle Path, he then introduced the Captain of the club, Mr. Anderson, who said a few kind words on our behalf, and very kindly presented the prizes. Mr. Simpson, on behalf of the North East Section, thanked the Captain and Committee for allowing us the use of the course, he then thanked the Steward and Stewardess for a very enjoyable meal, Mr. M. Runnacles and his staff for the condition of the course, this was heartily endorsed by all, thanks also to the Professional for the use of the caddy cars. May I thank Jack Simpson and Norman Fraser for their work with the cards, and also Tom Oliver for his work with the raffle, I also congratulate him on winning the first prize of a bottle of sherry from the raffle, well done Tom.

NORTH-WEST
Chairman: J. GILLETT, (St Anne’s Old Links)
By H. M. Walsh
Hon. Secretary: Horrobin Cottage, Old Links Golf Club, Montserrat, Bolton, Lancs.

Draw tickets
Will all members let me have counterfoils and monies by the date requested on the tickets, also please make P.O.’s and cheques payable to the North West Section, B.G.G.A. and not to me.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are now due for the 1972/73 year, please send them to the Treasurer as soon as possible.

New members
We extend a warm welcome to the following new members and hope their association with the Section will be a happy one. R. Cook, Lowes Park Golf Club, Hilltop, Bury, Lancs., D. D. Clark, Royal Portrush Golf Club, Portrush, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland.

MIDLAND
Chairman: G. HART, (Gay Hill)
By R. Goodwin
Hon. Secretary: 4 Burton Old Road, Streethay, Lichfield, Staffs.

A.G.M. and Summer tournament
The A.G.M. and Summer Tournament will take place at Habberley Golf Club, Kidderminster, on Monday 24th July.

The members of Habberley are again kindly providing the prizes for this event and I do
R. C. CRAIG
AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS

* Agents for: RANSOMES SIMS &
JEFFERIES LTD.

* LLOYDS & CO. LTD.
WEBBS LAWN MOWERS

* Distributors: DENNIS BROS. LTD.

GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise
on your grass cutting equipment or
arrange demonstrations. Ring us now

* 153 Arch Stamford Brook
Station, LONDON, W.6.
01-748 5415

LAWN MOWER GRINDERS

A comprehensive range of superior machines
designed and built to suit operators' requirements. For
brochure and full details contact us now.

ATTERTON & ELLIS LTD
Dept. B.G.G. Iron Works, Haverhill,
Suffolk. Tel.: Haverhill 2312/3.

DEEP AERATION BY SUB-AIR
MACHINE
AT ANY TIME OF YEAR
NO SURFACE DAMAGE

We are unaware of any other machine
which penetrates to seven inches yet
keeps the greens undamaged and in play

Cambridge Soil Services Limited
Girton Road, Cambridge
Specialists in science based Drainage Tel. 76002

Played at the Brockenhurst Course, the Hampshire Rogues Golfing Society Championship resulted in a win for Mr. Thomas Graham, of West Lane, Hayling Island, who is the HEAD GREENKEEPER for the Municipal Course at Hayling Island. His morning score of 73, and afternoon 71 won for him the Maurice Jack Championship Cup, for the event, and here Mr. Maurice Jack the well-known Winchester Turf Accountant is seen presenting the trophy to Mr. Graham (right).
hope for a good turnout of Greenkeepers. Please send your entries to me by 14th July.

Autumn tournament
The Autumn Tournament will be held over the Stratford on Avon Golf Club course on Tuesday 19th September, by kind permission of the Captain and Directors. Entries please by the 4th September.

New members
We welcome to the section B. F. Ashby, Assistant Greenkeeper to the Stratford on Avon Golf Club.

SOUTHERN
Chairman: C. A. MOORE
(Stanmore)

Hon. Secretary: By F. W. Ford
68 Salcombe Gardens, Mill Hill, N.W.7. Tel: 01-959 2847

The George
All future lectures etc, commencing Wednesday 3rd October, will be held at The George, George Court, Adelphi, London W.C.2 (Tel: 01-839 4012) in the Adelphi Bar, nearest Underground station and Main Line station – the Strand and Charing Cross.

The Spring tournament
The Annual Spring Tournament was played over 36 holes on the Maylands Golf Course in Essex by kind permission of the Captain and Committee of the Club.

The weather was laid on, the course was in magnificent condition thanks to Phil Staines and his staff and despite the journal troubles there were 55 entries.

Our thanks to Mr. Turner the restaurant manager for the excellent meals and to the Captain, Mr. Reynolds, for presenting the prizes the details of which are as follows:-

Best Morning
B. Richardson (Effingham) 73 net

Best Afternoon
W. Macchin (Addington Court) 73 net

36 Scratch Prize
R. Tempest (Hartsbourne) 75 – 74 = 149

1st Year off Scratch
1st D. Jones (West Essex) 164
2nd L. Pickford (Hartsbourne) 165
3rd J. M. Huish (Three Rivers) 168
4th A. Finnie (Shooters Hill) 173
5th D. Anderson (Malden) 195

Over 60
18 holes in the morning
1st J. Ness (Cromah Hurst) 79 net
2nd G. Piggott (Henley) 79 net

36 Aggregate
1st T. E. Price (Whitewaybbs) 70 – 74 = 144 net
2nd R. Plain (Beaconsfield) 70 – 76 = 146 net
3rd A. Collis (Sonning) 67 – 79 = 146 net
4th L. Coyte (Romford) 75 – 75 = 150 net
5th F. Hayter (Enfield) 76 – 75 = 151 net
6th D. Major (Betchworth Park) 74 – 79 = 153 net
7th T. Mitchell (Maidenhead) 77 – 77 = 154 net
8th C. E. Ryan (Boyece Hill) 76 – 78 = 154 net
9th M. Claydon (Beaconsfield) 76 – 78 = 154 net
10th T. Foster (Maidenhead) 75 – 79 = 154 net
11th W. Wilkinson (Old Ford) 76 – 80 = 156 net
12th P. Whitehead (Shooters Hill) 76 – 81 = 157 net
13th E. Brown (Beaconsfield) 80 – 79 = 159 net
14th I. Smith (Limpsfield Chart) 78 – 81 = 159 net

Thanks and congratulations are due to David Craig and Philip Marshall for sorting out the above. The other welcome helpers were Bill Holloway, J. Shaw, B. Tomlin, and Maurice Emm. John Field deserves a prize for his efforts with the ball sweep and for getting to Maylands so early, I think he slept under the billiard table!

Proceeds from the ball sweep (£7) went to the Benevolent Fund.

Prize donors

Autumn tournament
The Autumn tournament will be held at the Maidenhead Golf Club on Wednesday, 6th September 1972, closing date – 21st August. Entries to reach me by that date, stating name, club and handicap of themselves and partner.

Subscriptions
For 1972/73 were due on 1st May. Members please check to see that they have paid. The new rates as from the 1st May are as follows
Class A (Head Greenkeeper) £2. Class B (First Assistant) £1.50. Class C (Assistant and Apprentices) £1 and Class E £2.50.

Thanks went to members of the trade, Mr. Pender and Mr. Forbes of Messrs. Stewarts and Co., Mr. W. Burt of Sissis, and a big thank you to our good friends Messrs. Ransomes for the new flags that they presented us with, for our competition days.

Autumn tournament
Our Autumn tournament will be held on Thursday 7th September 1972, on the Ravensworth Golf Course, by kind permission of their Captain and Committee, this will be a 27-hole event, teeing off approximately 9.0 am.
Buyers’ Guide

FERTILISERS/TURF DRESSINGS
SUPATURF PRODUCTS LIMITED
Werrington, Peterborough
Tel: 72470

FLAGS, SIGNS, NETS, SCORE CARDS & EQUIPMENT
ELVIN PENNANTS
34 D’Arcy Way
Tolleshunt D’Arcy, Essex
Brochure on Request

GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
VEB LIMITED
Golf Course Construction Division
230 Tottenham Court Road
London W1P 0BR
Tel: 01–580 7833

GROUND LEVEL ON/OFF LOADING TRANSPORTERS
EEZION LIMITED
Stanley Works
Amphill Road, Bedford
Tel: Bedford 62341

HORTICULTURAL SANDS FOR GREENS, SANDS FOR BUNKERS
HINCKLEY’S SILICA SANDS LIMITED
Head Office: Sandiron House
Beauchief, Sheffield S7 2RA
Tel: Sheffield 362231

JOSEPH ARNOLD & SONS LIMITED
Billington Road
Leighton Buzzard LU7 8TW
Tel: Leighton Buzzard 2264

GRASS MACHINERY SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS
ETB MOWER SERVICES LIMITED
814 Stratford Road, Shirley
Solihull, Warwicks
Tel: 021–744 3329 and 3295

PAICE & SONS OF FELBRIDGE
East Grinstead, Tel: 24466
Farleigh Hill, Tovil, Maidstone, Tel: 65279
Worthing Road, Horsham, Tel: 4351

W. GRANT CURRIE LIMITED
213 High Street
Epping, Essex
Tel: Epping 3780

MOWER MANUFACTURERS
RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES
Nacton Works
Nacton Road, Ipswich
Tel: Ipswich 72222

PROFESSIONAL MOWERS & SWEEPERS
HORWOOL MANUFACTURING LTD
Lower Bedfords Road
Romford, Essex
Tel: Ingrebourne 42380

ROPES & CORDS
HALLS BARTON ROPERY CO LTD
Virginia Works
132 Pennington Street
London E1
Tel: 01–480 7756

SPRAYING CONTRACTORS
AGRICULTURAL CROP SPRAYERS
(NOTTM) LTD
Shady Lane
Southwell
Notts
Tel: Southwell 2003

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE JET MARKERS LTD
152 The Arches, Stamford Brook
London W.6
Tel: 01–748 9255

TURF-AIR CONTRACTS
SPECIALIST HIRE RYAN EQUIPMENT
Yew Tree Cottage
Iden Green
Benenden, Kent
Tel: Benenden 768

TURF CONTRACTORS
D. F. SMITH
21 Raymonds Close
Abbots Langley
Watford, Herts
Tel: Kings Langley 63712

ALLAMBYS TURF NURSERIES
Brandon Golf Course
Holywell Lane
Shadwell
Leeds 17
Tel: Leeds 662470

MOWER & SHEAR GRINDING MACHINES
BLAKESLEY REID LIMITED, Manufacturers of the world’s finest lawnmower and garden shear grinding machines. As used at golf clubs and parks departments throughout the world. 182 LEICESTER ROAD, MOUNT SORREL, LEICESTER, TEL: ROTHLEY 2168

The British Golf Greenkeeper
The success of any golf club depends to a great extent on the standard of turf on the course. The better the turf, the higher the standard of performance, and the greater the enjoyment of play. Skilful greenkeeping and S.A.I. Turf Foods' scientific formula give the growth that hard working turf needs to look fresher, play better, stay stronger longer. S.A.I. Turf Foods' acidifying action discourages worms so turf stays cleaner as well as greener, and their granular form means easy handling and spreading with no drift.

S.A.I. Horticulture Ltd
Hortus House, 3 John's Place, Edinburgh EH6 7EN
Tel: 031-554 5451

All enquiries to the manufacturers or to our accredited supplier for England and Wales

Chipman Chemical Co. Ltd.
Horsham, Sussex. Tel: Horsham 60341/5
Power Drive

The Ransomes 73” cut Junior Motor Triple is power-driven gang mowing at its most compact. On a sturdy little workhorse like this, work is a real pleasure – continuing a high work-rate with an absolute minimum of operator effort. Whether the grass is wet or dry the three power-driven cylinders make light work of it. Ransomes unparalleled experience of power-driven gang mowers has really expressed itself perfectly with the Junior Motor Triple. We'd like you to try it – a test drive arranged by your local distributor is the best way of showing its paces.

Check these features

- Contour-hugging cutting units ensure perfect finish.
- Power-driven cutters may be raised or lowered from the operator's seat.
- Car type rear wheel steering – car type clutch, add up to amazing manoeuvrability.
- Cuts a fine 60 cuts per yard.
- Variable cutting speeds 1-4 m.p.h.
- Road speed 6 m.p.h. making it the ideal machine for dealing with separated grassed areas.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich.